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"Cellular interactions in the circadian clock- the suprachiasmatie nucleus
Air Force Program Manager! Dr.Genevieve Haddad
This is the final report on our research grant from the AFOSR to Stanford
University. May 1997 marked the end of a 1 year no-cost time extension that allowed us to
complete wo* on our project that had been started during me previous three years. This
one year extension was very helpful, and because of this we were able to publish several
additional papers on the circadian clock In thehypoihalamus, the suprachiasmatie nucleus
CSCN).

Major Findings.
During the period (1993-1997 of support from AFOSR, we completed many papers, Some
of those listed below deal exclusively with the subject of the proposal, the suprachiasmatie nucleus,
and some deal indirectly with issues related to the circadian clocK or transmitters found in the SCN.
A substantial effort was invested in examining the two primary transmitters in the SCN,
glutamate, which is excitatory, and GABA, which is inhibitory. These two are particularly
important because the primary input from the retina that phase-shifts the clock is glutamate, and the
primary transmitter made by SCN cells themselves is GAB A
Immunocy tochemistry, electrophysiology, digital calcium imaging, and molecular biology
was used to study GABA and glutamate in the SCN, and m study how (he other transminezs found
in The SCN can modulate release or response to these two primary transmitters. One important
finding was that when glutamate and GABA receptors were blocked with specific antagonists, no
postsynaptic potentials could be found either in SCN slices or in SCN cultures. This suggests that
in the absence of glutamate and GABA no other transmitter is by itself shows much synaptic
activity in the SCN.
i
_ , . ..
. ^
Glutamate plays a significant role in initiating phase shifts of Orcadian rhythms.
Recent evidence suggests that both metabobopic and ionotropie glutamate receptors may influence
phase shifts. With electron microscopy, immuocreactiviry for different merabotropic GluRs was
found both pre» and postsynaptically in neurons and in astrocytes. Using cDNA-PCR and
immunocytochemistry, we found that mRNA for all 8 metabotropic GluR genes that have been
cloned to date is expressed by SCN neurons, including a new Splice variant, mGluRTb. With whole
cell patch clamp recording using a novel model of single selWnnervating neurons, all three class of
mGluRs can be found in single SCN »Otis', and these presynaptic mGluRs modulate each other.
Neuropeptide Y (NPY) is found in SCN innervation arising from the thalamie
intergeniculate leaflet, a visual relay pathway. Injections of NPY into the SCN cause phase shifts in
behavior and electrical activity. Although in many other regions of the brain such as the
hippocampus NPY has little effect on GAB Aergic neurons, in the SCN a substantial depression of
GAB A release was found. NPY reduced the amplitude and frequency of inhibitory postsynaptic
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currents (IPSCs) in SCN neurons, acting at Y1- and Y2-type receptors coexprcssedin single SCN
axems. In the presence of tettodotoxin, SCN axons still released GAB A independent of action
potentials. NPY reduced the frequency of miniature IPSCs m the presence of tetrodotoxin,
supporting a presynaptic mechanism of action. NPY also reduced the frequency andamphtude of
Äma^mediated excitatory pescsynaptie currents in SCN slices. In developing SCN neurons,
NPY reduced GAB A-mediated excitation and calcium rises, in part by a mechanism that may
involve protein kinase A and cAMP modulationOne interesting and novel outcome of our data is that many of the nansmitters of the SCN
exert their most striking effect not on the cell body, but rather on the axon tenrinaL In most cases,
the effect en the axon terminal was to reduce release of the axon's transmitter. The mechanism tor
this was sometimes based on reducing the inflow of calcium ions, a necessary prerequisite fat
transmitter release. Previous work on the SCN has focused on transmitter effects on the neuron cell
body. Our work supported by the Air Force is the first to find large effects of SCN transmitters that
act on axon terminals of tbe SCN neurons.
Relevance to the Air Force mission.
A significant problem to the Air Force is how to maintain human performance at peak
efficiency at times of the 24 hour day when performance is usually low, for instance in the
middle of the night It has been estimated that 6S% of accident involving aircraft may be doe to
human error, and human error is most likely at times of the day when sleep is usually occurring.
Part of this is due to the circadian clock in the brain that regulates states of sleepand
wakefulness. Our work at the cellular level focuses on the mechanisms by which the internal
dock in the suprachiasmatic nucleus can respond to naturally occurring substances in the brain
that underlie normal phase shifts. The next step will be to ask Questions about how this
information can be used and adapted to provide potential chemicals that may aid in phase shiffing
the human biologieal dock, which would be of great benefit to enhance performance without the
side effects of some of the drugs that eunently are used, for instance 8cmhetaroines.
This work is relevant to potential mechanisms of phase shifting of ciroadian rhytoms-An
intimate understanding of how single SCN neurons respond to agents that underlie phase shxrang
is leading to abetter knowledge of how to accelerate phase shifting of the human circadian clock,
which would ultimately lead to an enhancement of performance under conditions of day-night
shifts in work schedules and jet-lag. For instance, NPY can phase shift the circadian dock
substantially. Our data on NPY suggest that it can reduce transmitter release, acting by reducing
rairinm influx in me terminal, This suggests that one could potentially use a chemical similar to
NPY to phase shift circadian rhythms ofpilots or flight surgeons who are involved in sustained
operations over several days. Whereas NPY by itself does not cross the blood brain barrier,
otter newer NPY-like substances have just become available that do cross the blood brain
barrier, and would be able w get to the SCN. These substances should be available inthe near
future, and may be of significant use in chemical facilitation of phase shifting to enhance
performance at times when humans would normally be sleeping, and quite possibly without the
side effects of drugs now be used. Alternately, drugs that act directly on calcium channels (like
NPY does) may have the same effect as NPY, andwould provide another route of drug
discovery for phase shifting the endogenous clock.
Daring this period of support, the following scientists worked on the
experimentSi
Anthony N. van den Pcd,PhD
Andrei Belousov, PhD
Oong Chen. PhD
VinhCao
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Karl Obrietan. PhD
PaulFranken.PhD
Roger MorriseCte
Loire Haak,PhD

Publications.
Full length papers; only.
_
The following papers done between 1994 and 1997 acknowledged
AFOSR support. Some focus on the SCN (in bold), and others examine
related topics, but include information relevant to the SCN or its
neurotransmitters.
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+18 abstracts (not listed)
The papeis above cited AFOSR support. Most are relevant to the SCNLectures.
During the course of this application, the PI was invited to give lectures on the topic of the
results of üiis grant at the following places:
Dartmouth College, New Hampshire
Gordon Conference, Vermont
Netherlands Brain Research Institute, Amsterdam, Holland
Yale University, Connecticut
Smith College, Mass.
Stanford University, Calif.
Colorado State Univ. Fort Collins, Colo.
Data was also presented at the national meeting of the Society for Neuroscience in
Miami, Florida
Washington, DC
San Diego, Calif.
No patents were filed (1993-1997).

